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Grim Tales in the English Classroom
LARRY DANIELSON
DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH, UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS
AT URRANA-CHAMPAIGN

In the fall ,ss%e of this journal I suggested several conven6onal uses of folk literature in the English classroom, for example,

in the introduction of poetry and short-story units and in the
discussion of metaphor, simile, literature-culture relations, and
diverse treatments of character and plot development.' Each
possibility, however, was described quite generally. The following
pages delineate more explicitly the uses that a particular kind of

folk narrative, at present very popular 'in youth culture, might
serve in the secondary school literattrreclass.
Legend as defined by most folklorists is a traditional narrative
that purportedly relates an actual occurrence or deals with the
story content in a believable fashion. The legend is placed in a
realistic world that is familiar to us, often replete with specific
.

place-names and "real" people, but its basic plot appears in many
versions widely scattered over a geographic area, even though the

narrative usually begins with a validating citation of the trustworthy source from whom it was heard? Legend events are located in an everyday reality and are described in a conversational,
informal manner rather than in the high stylization that charac-

terizes the joke or liliirchen (magic tale). Instead of "Have you
beard the one about ..." or "Once upon a time," we are alerted to
tihe special kind of folk narrative that is the legend by such words

as, "I heard the strangest story about my neighbor's cousin the
ther day." Immediately, skeptical though we may be, we are
rer_2a:lec-__1 to listen to the story without formalized entry into a

fantasy world. It takes place in our own reality. We may or may
not believe the narrative, but we do not willingly suspend our disThis is the second part of Professor Danielson's two-part essay on the
uses of folk literature in the English classroom. Part,One appeared in the
Fall 1976 issue of this journal.

,

belief when we hear the story, as we must for a-magic tale, in
order to. become involved in the events. Instead, we believe, we
suspect, we scoff, or take a pOsition somewhere between these
alternatives, but we bring to bear on the story content belief criteria that we use in our day-to-davlives.3

-

The supernatural legend involves extra-human.agents, for instance, ghosts or, in religious legend, such figures as saints. A
secular supernatural legend often collected in the past several

decades is that of the ghostly hitchhiker. In its core form, a
traveler picks up a hitchhiker, who sometimes communicates prophetic information to the driver, sometimes not. The story con-

cludes with the sudden and unexplained disappearance of the
hitchhiker from the car. In'manv versions the ghostly- nature of
the fellow-traveler is later confirmed by surprising evidence.'
In contrast, the urban legend does hot deal with the supernatural, but describes the grotesque, which, though shocking, is within
the range of-actual possibility in the natural world. The story of
the threatened baby-sitter, for exaMple, is often related as an
historical occurrence in adolescent circles:
This is a story about a baby-sitter and a terrifying expeTience that
she had. There was a Young girl about high 5choo1 age who went to
baby-sit one eveninA. She arrived at the house early in the evening so
that she had to cook dinner for the children, play with them a little
bit, and then later on, about 7:30, she put them to bed. So she went
downstairs and was just sitting around reading and watching television and the telephone rang. And she went to answer it and there was
this male voice on the other end saying, "At 10:30 I'm going to kill

the children and then I'm going to come after you." And the girl
thought it was a crank call and she was a little scared but she just

put it otT as a joke that someone was playing on her and she hung up.
About half an hour later the phone rang again. And the same male
voice said, "At 10:30 I'm going to come in and I'm going to kill the
children and then I'm coming after you."
At this .point the girl was getting a little more scared because she
thought the.man might be, yon know; a maniac and might actually
come and do something. But she decided that she would stia go on
and just sit around and wait. And she thought about going upstairs
and looking in on the children because 5 he hadn't been up there for

awhile but she decided against it, just.... she didn't think anything

was wrong. And the third time, about half an hour later, the telephone
rang. And this male voice said, "It'.s getting closer to the time and I'm
going to come after the children and I'm going to get you too."

And at this point the girl got very upset and she decided that she
would call the police. And she _called the operator and told her the
story of what had happened and the operator said, "All right, you
know, we'll take care of it if he calls back again just keep him on the
line and we'll put a tracer on it."
And the girl sat around; she was very nervous but decided that it
was the best thing that she could do. Pretty soon the phone rang
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again. She ran to answer it. And it was the man. She tried to talk to
him a little bit more and tried to get some in;errnation out of him but
an that he would say was, "I'm going to come in at 10:30 and I'm
going to kill the children and then Prn coming after You." And the
girl hung up the phone and w-as just terrified but cot;ld do nothing
but just sit and ,vait. And the ;-1-.one rang again. And she answered it

and the operator was on the other end and she said, "Get out of the
house-iinmediatelv: don't go upstairs: don't do anything: just you
leave tht house. When you get out there, there will be policemen outside and they'll take care of it."
The girl was just really petrified and she thought, she should check
the children or something but decided that if the operator told her to
get.out she should get out. So she went outside and when she got out
there she was talking to the policemen and they told he:- that when
they traced the call it was made on the extension from the upstairs
line and that the whole time the man was talking-to her be had been
in the house and that he had already murdered both the children who
were found torn to bits in the bedroom. Had she waited any longer
she would have gotten it too.'

The story of the shoplifted parcel containing. unknown to the
thief, the body of a deceased pet is usually narrated with convincing details of person and place, as in the following gossip column
item from the Chicago Daily _Vezcs:
Another Chicago tale. A tearful lady bought a floral piece from
Al Pala at Michael Lavin Flowers, 407 W. Washingtdn. She had her
late poodle in a shopping bag and was busirg toward a pet cemetery
west of Chicaw). Hours later, the woman. phoned. Her shopping bag,
complete with dr,g and wreath, had been snatched as she left the bus:
Really, Al? "Reany." Doggone!
.

The urban legend is very much in tun,: with contemPorary interests, and over th/.' past few years stories about outlandish micro-

wave oven incints, surprising (and nauseating) contents discovered in fast-f ood purdiases, and drug experiences with horrible
consequences have appeared hi oral tradition. It is clear that maly

of these stories are not for the queasy. They often involve tne
unnerving, the bizarre_death. or bodily mutilation. If such subject

matter gives a teacher pause, however, we may ask how many
American literaturP textbooks include "The Telltale Heart," "The
Pit and the Pendulum," and -The Cask of Amontillado," all shar-,
ing the imprimattn' of decades of classroom use.
The urban legend appears to be especially meaningful in adoles-

cent culture. In fact, most of,the textsnow published have been
collected from high school and college students. If, then: these
.nar-atives are significant to young adults as a special type of
literature, they can be scrutinized with little student resistance in
the same way that a Poe short story can be studied. Because these
oral narratives are short, non-reflective, and relatively simple in

construction, we can easily raise questions about structure, style,
diction, and tone in their discussion. As important, we can confront important questions about the meaning and function of
literature. These narratives are told and re-created by the group
undertaking their study, and therefore the analysis of the texts
becomes more than a literazy analysis of works far removed in
time and space_ Instead, the teacher and student are studying their
own informal literature, albeit an oral one. If we begin to consider the stories that we share with one another as a meaningful
kind of literature, an oral art form, and pay attention to their
structural, stylistic, and psychological componehts, it may be
easier to move on from the folkloric texts to study the same questions in belletristic narrative.

Urban legend texts transcribed from oral tradition may be

found in such journaN as Indiana Folklore, which often publishes
a variety of such narratives.' It would be even more satisfying,
however, if several ve4sions of the same narrative could be collected by the students themselves and carefultranscriptionsofthe_tcarded-rnateria s tr--i-e-dfor the in-class literary analysis.

---The "Runaway Grandmother" story is a good example of an

urban legend that circulates vif;orously in contemporary oral tradition. The following three versions8 were collected in the 1960's
and attest to the vigor of the genre:

A
Well, I heard this true stoiy from my neighbor. I don't remember

which neighbor, but I believe it was my neighbor called Mary Randolf.

Mary called up one day and was almost in a state of shock. She told
Mama this story and Mama didn't believe it. Later Mary came over to
our house and repeated the story to me.

It happened to her friend's family (I don't know their name) as

they were traveling across the desert to California. Within this station

wagon there was a father, a mother and their children, and the

mother-in-law who everyone called "Grandma." And as they were

going across the ,desert Grandma became sick and she died. Now they
didn't want to alarm the children and they didn't want to leave

Grandma out in the desert so the only place they had room for her

where she her smell wouldn't bother the children wis to strap
her on top of the station wagon along with the baggage with a tarp
over her, of course. And as they were traveling across the desert

they kept looking for a town where they could deposit Grandma. They
finally arrived in a small town in, Arizona where they stopped at a
filling station and they went in to report Grandma's death. And while
they were within the filling station somebody stole the station wagon
and when they went out no station wagon and no Grandma! Well,
it wasn't very funny even though it sounds like it because they have
to wait seven years now to prove that Grandma is dead before they
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can collect any insurance. And they've never been able to End either
the car.or Grandma. This actimlly happened_
They couldn't lmve Grandma out in the desert. Not only because

uh--it wasn't right to lmve a body out in the desert but also for
insurance and also to prove it wasn't murder and also to prove there
-was a body in any court proceedings.
Told by Karen Rae Danko, 22, Gary, Collected by Gerri Bard.

I first heard this story in Columbus, Indiana, in the fall of,1963. It
wa:s supposed to have happened to- the brother of a local doctor and
his familythe "grandmother" being his moth-zr-in-law. The family,
consisting of the brother and his wife, their chiklren, and, Of course
the grandmother, took a vacation to the Upper- Fi.nin-sula-Of "-Michigan.

Loaded down-witir-canting gear and all the-necessary baggage, the
mace its way to an isola:ed area and proceeded to set up a
campsite. On the second night, maybe from unfamiliar physical activity, the grandmother had a hmrt attack and died.
Miles away from civilization, the grief stricken family had to get
the body to an undertaker. It was inconceivable that the body ride in
the back of the station wagon with the children, who had been very
close to their grandmother, so, placed in a sleeping bag, it was strapped
to the luggage carrier on top.
After riding many hours, they finally came to a town large enough
to have a mortuary. No memberof the nearly hysterical family wanted
to remain with the car and they all went in, leaving the car and corpse
unattended. When they finally emerged, they found to their horror that

the cai- and all it5 contents had been stolen. The stripped car was
found a few weeks later without the corpse and at the time I heard_
the story it was still missing.
Told by Carolyn Hinkle, Indianapolis, 1966.

Well, once there was this family and they had been waiting to go
-abroad for, oh, a number of years, and finally their big chance came.

They packed up all of their things had their car shipped over

and were soon in Europe and ready to go sightseeing. There were, five

of :hem and they had a rather sinall car and it was pretty crowded.
There were the two parents and two children and a grandmother.
Well, a trip to Europe can be quite a strain on an old woman. And
she hadn't been in too good of health anyway, and that was one of
the reasons they took the trip, so she could see all of the "European
Wonders" before she died.
AnyWay, one day when they woke up they found that the grandmother had died during the night. Well, they didn't know what to do
because here they were, 3,000 miles away from home and across an
ocean yet, and they were the grandmother's only living relatives so
they couldn't just send a.body back to the States with no one to receive it. They were going to be starting home soon, anyway, so out of
desperation they wrapped the grandmother's body in a piece of can-
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vas and tied it to the top of their small mr which, by the way, made
much more room inside the car.
Arid as they were making their last round acro,=s the village where
they were staving they det-,ided to stop ar...1 cat their last European
meal at a small, quaint restaurant.
Weil, it hapl:rened that while they were in there someone stole the
car with the grandmother on top. For some reasen they weren't too
-,vondered what the looks
sitlraticn, tl.ey
abot:t tl.c vt
conon the cro....,ks' face would be when they tiiscovered the
tents of the- canvas.
Told by Gloria Seheuerc.-, 21. of Fort Wa2.me. rnajorig in elementary

education at In:liana University. rdoomington. She heard it fron her
Cindy Nels..n. 166.
mother as a true eent. Collected

The story has (liffused rapidly throughout the western world

within the last two decades and is easily collected in both North
America and Eurcpe. Newspapers have published it as fact, and it
has provided the basis for an Alfred Hitchcock television drama
and two prose literary versions in Europe.2
The first literary question to be asked concerns the basic structure of the story. How is the narrative organized and developed?
What event sequence shapes its subject matter? After an optional"
intr9duction, which often includes "evidence" validating the, truth
Of the story ( e.g..,names, places, dates, relinbility of sources, 'as
in texts A and n ). the following structural components are shared
by all three ersious: I ) -family pleasure trip in a remote or alien
territory ; 2 (Ivath of passenger :.3) problem ()f dealing avith the
corpse satisfactorily: 4) temporary solution to the_ problem; 5)
final and apparently successful resolution of the problem nearly
achieved; 6) inadvertent theft of the corpse. often causing additional problems and/or anxieties.'"
Central to the narrative, of course, is the problem of transporting the curpse. dealing with it effectively until those whose job it
is can assume that special responsibility. The difficulty comprises
the lengthiest an,I inyst detailed segment of the story." It covers
about half the Itugth of the full narrative in all three texts and
it is central to each variation on the theme.
The structural organization of the story implements a series of
ironic contrasts: the preliminary situation. a family vacation, shifts
suddenly from pleasant idyll to nightmare; a family member be-loved and respected according to our public western value system
must- be treated like a piece of camping equipment; and, most
dramatically, a satisfactory resolution of the crisis 'appears to be
at hand, but another reversal octnirs that is impossible to resolve.
As a result, haunting questions remain unanswered. Did the.
grandma ever receive proper burial? I low is the family to explain
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this bizarre experience to friends and relatives at home? How does
one argue one's innocence to the author:ties? What was the thief's
response to the surprising bagpge?

The structural sequence at its most abstract can be described
as 1) problem ; 2) solution difficult, but apparently successful;
3) dramatic reversal, thrA first solution causing vet another Droblem that cannot be solved. This pattern is typical of many Sus--penseful Larratives about danger. death, and the grotesque, and
most of us as readers and listeners find it a perversely thrilling
structural sequence." We are satisfied with the problem's solution, lulled into relative complacency. and then shocked again with
the sudden reversal, the drarna±..: tur-o-about that.rises unãrswered questions to brood upon.

The three texts, though sharing tilt- same basic structure and
subject matter, arc dissimilar in style. The narrators tell their
stories quite differently from one another. Version B. for example,
is a compact narrative, rather tightly constructed, and not as informally told as versions A and C. Its diction is specific, almost
self-conscious. Adverbial and adjectival phrases describe details
that in versions A and C are expressd in Independent and dependent clauses. Although version B is '.he shortest narrative of the
three, it is most heavily loaded with specific descriPtions of behav-

ior and emotional states. Contrast, for instance, the narrators'
treLtment of the.death in the three tents. In version A the description is brief and to the point: "And as they were going across the

desert Grandma became sick and she died." In version C the
depiction is proliX, but informative. even though it is not specific

about the time and cause of death: "Well, a trip to Europe can
be quite a strain on an old woman. \rid she hadn't been in too
<*ood Of health, anyway. and that was.one of the reasons they took

the trip. so she could see all of the 'European Wonders' before
she died." A single pithy sentence in version B is the most specific
of the three: ''On the second night. maybe from unfamiliar physical activity, the grandmother had a heart attack ;ind died." Versión
B, then, gives us.detailed information about the death. A handles
the event quickly and generally. and C provides a vague, but corn-paratiyely lengthy preparation for the event.. Note, too, that text
C is more colloquial in style than B. using such phrases as 'In too

good of health," filler words like "well" and "anyway," and, as
in version A. chains of independent clauses:
The description of the final difficulty -also provides -significant
stylistic contrasts. Again, version B is quite self-conscious in diction: "When they finally emerged, they found to Their horror that
the car and all its contents had been stolen." The narrator has the.
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; family "emerge." She notes their "horror," rather than 1;...t us

imagine the family's initial response as/in texts A 'and C, respectively: "And while they were within the filling station somebody
no station wagon.
stole the station wagon and then they went out
and no Grandma!" and "Well, it happened that while they were
in there someone stole the-car with the grandmother on top." Artfully, narrator A does not prepare us for the theft, but allows us
to share the sudkn astonishment with the' horrified family. In
contrast, verSion A makes us privy to the theft while the unsuspecting family is in the Hill station and C dispatches the theft
ludicrously rather than dramaticallY: "... sotueone stole the car
with the grandmOther on top." Text B, in fact, is so tightly con.,
structed and refined in style that we might suspect that the narrative has been carefully considered and self-consciously written out
/rather than transcribed from an informal oral performance.
/ Tones is sometimes a diffic.ult topic to introduce in the literature
class, but attitude of the artist toward the subject matter and the
expression of creative'stance can be easily examined in the three
texts in S question. The versions-diverge appreciably in their articulation of attitude and emotional tenor:
Vellsion A contains little expression of familial grief or horror.
A kind of hard-nosed practicality thwardsthe problem character'1 izes the family's concerns anTbehavior. The corpse is placed on
/ top of the station wagon because "they didn't want to alarm tfie
/ children and they didn't want to leave Grandma out in the desert,"
and because "her smell would bother the children." The narrator
goes on to emphasize the difficulties that the ,orpse causes the
faMily: not only have they lost a family member, but the insurance
cannOt be collected for seven years. The last sentences in version
A defend at length the family's decision to carry the body back
to civilization, but the rationale does snot emphasize overpowering

moral or emotional commitment. "It wasn't right' to "leave
Grandma out in the desert," but, as significant, the insu'rance problem was a consideration, as well as a possible murder charge.
Text B carefully creates the tone we may feel is more appropri-

ate to the subject. matter. The family is "grief stricken" at the

death, worried about getting the body to the undertaker for proper
(and, respectful ?) treatment, and anxious about possible psychological damage to the children "who had been very close to their
grandmother." Not surprisingly, by'tI4 end of the .trip the family
is "nearly hysterical," and, finally, "horrified" by the theft. This
group iS not the 'practical, tough-minded unit we find in version
A; nor the rather happy-go-lucky family of version C.

The last text comes clok to comic nirrative; and it is jaunty and
up-leat. Rather than leave for the'United States immediately, the
family, it is implied, continues the last of tbe vacation With "much
more 'room inside the ar.." (Every cloud has a silver lining.)
When The theft is diScovered afeer a delightful meal stop, 'the
family members are not "too-wurci,ed_about the whole situation,"
but instead muse with wrY hunior onfli-e-thiers eesponse to the
unusuhl cargo. It is intereSting thatthis version contains no introductory validation as do 'texts A and B, and no specific information about the narrator'S relation to the famiiy, hoWever remote.
The lack of such data and the tone of the story indicate that quite
a different attitude towards the events and their relation to historical occurrence is involved. Text C is more closely related in form
and rhetoric to comic narrative than to the-localized urban legend.
Its surface texture contrasts distinctly witb versions A and.B. In
each text the details chosen for inclusion and etnphasis, the asides,
and the diction neatly coalesce to create three different tonalities,
even though all three narratives share a common structure and
content.
More interesting, in my opinion, than the structural 'and stylistic
elements in these texts is the question of.rneaning and function in

such literature. What can we suggesf about the relationship of
these stories to the human xperience? What does the story
"tnen" to its narrators and their audiences? For what reasons,
conscious and unconscious, iOt told and. re-told? In addition to
the narrative's entértaintned powers, its grotesque and ludicrous
iinages, and its deft iro'ny/we can consider its significance on less
Conscious levels of response.

Linda Degh has suggested that in the runaway grandmother
legend there survives the remnant of ancient fears about the returning.dead and their dangerous powers.13 A very old and widespread complex Of belief, ritual, and narratiVe allowed humankind

to find means to control the jealous and/or maligned dead from
molesting the living. , In our texts the dead person is rudely
treated, and we never learn whether the corpse has been properly
buried. Considering the' criminal circumstances, we tend to doubt

it Therefore, fierhaps, there lingers'in thd tale.the threat of the
dead's return to punish the living who are guilty of offenses
against it.' Though .not explicit, that danger may be inferred, a
remnant from past ages in which the supernatural was dreadfully
afoot in the world.

Another interpretation of the story's significance links it directly to contemporary American society and it§ concerns. Many
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folklorists agree that much of ,the meaning of folklore is unconscious, providing a socially sanctioned outlet for the expression of
that which cannot be articulated by more usual means, an acceptable public ventilation of hidden anxieties. Can we consider, for
exaMple, the possibility of psychological projection at Work in the

telling of these stories, that is, the attribution to another person
what is actually felt within oneself, sentiments that are painful to
recognize .and proscribed by our society ? Alan Dundes suggests
that the runaway grandmother legend reflects American attitudes
toward the elderly grandparent.and toward.death:
grandmothers are . de irop nd their unwelcome presence transforms family pleasure into nightniare. if this is an accurate depiction
of general American fatnily atMudes toward grandmoth'ers (though
not on the part'of grandchildren then the nature of the wiSh is, obvious : grandmother should take al trip from, which she doesn't return.
This is precisely what happens in the legend. The psychological pur-'
pose of the legend is thus to get.rid of grandmother.

Thus the whole wish in the legend might be expressed : (1) grandmother should die; (2) someone should steal the bodY so we do not
have the bother, expense;and sadness of burying it ; and (3) We should

get all of grandmother's money. Unfortunately, wish part 2 tends
rule-out or at least delay wish part 3."

In our texts we note that version A expreSses specific aggi
.tion.about the Seven-year delay in collecting the life insurance and
that version C emphasizes the crowded condition of the car with
grandmother present and its robminess after her death. In all three

texts the elderly person dies.: Not only is she "out of the way"
literally, but her body iS treated outrageously, and, because of the
timely theft, the family is spared the problem of body disposal.
(The pointed remarks in versions A and- B about grandmother's
kinship status as mother-in:law are also suggeStive.) In all three
NariantS the elderly family member causes problems and ruins a
vacation, but is eventually removed 'from the scene, first as a
living entity 'and finally as a bodily presence.
Such a psychological interpretation may at first seem farfetched,

and more substantial data concerning American attitudes toward
the faipilial grandmother are needed to strengthen Dundes' argument. A. related interpretation can be more fully defended. Is it
possible that the grandmother figure in the story represents the
aged about whom younger AmericanS, have such ambivalent-feelings? Similarly, does the grandmother's awkward. death relate to
our Own personal anxieties about death its .process, painful-toconsider, Contradictions between expected behavior and, private
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sentiment. hi its presence, and, ultimately, the reality of .our own
demise? Perhaps the grandm6ther figure efficiently and effectively
allows u- to rebuke the elderlY for living and, simultaneously, t6
confront our own fears about dying.
An examination of cont-rnporary American attitudes toward
the aging, the dying, and death strengthens the" argument. Open
confrobtations with- the realities of aging and dying in our society
are avoided. We have shielded Ourselves and our children from
death's presence and have created:isolated conimunities for the
elderly so that We .may visit them at our. own volition, hut not be
forced to deal with them daily. We have worked out elaborate
,means to protect ourselves from facing the personal difficulties 'and

discomforts that ensue when a family member grows old and
when death; at. any age, occurs. The aging and the dying have become an insult or a bother that we would rather he left without.
They, drastically,remind us of the finiteness of huinan life'and of
the eventual conclusion of our own.
Over the past few years, of course, psychol6gists have become
aware .of these anxieties and their problematic,lack.of full expression. Today we see :extraordinary public-.attention to these topics,

formerly tabooed, in the mass media and educational Workshops, television 1.grams, magazine article.
sellers; point out our an. us avoidance of aging am.
realities and try to teach us to deal with them openly and hon--est1y.15- We must struggle and, in effect, be taught like school
.

children to accept the 'natural realities of aging and dying. Until
we.can do so, however, formal art forms in the cultivated arts and

in the folk arts

as in the humble urban legend allow us to

confront these anxieties' more .comfortably. Such artistic expressions.kt..us_deaLwith.our.covert fears_and hostilities in i circumspect manner, controlling.them and .keeping thein safely at a distance. Through them, we can project our own tensions and allow
their expression.through. characters and actions in a story about
other people crazy people, silly peopie..- but, Ostensibly, not.
about ourselves.
.-The urban legend as a folklOre genre in all its vi6lent forms
stories about assault:mutilation, and death
is perhaps especially

rneanigil o adolescents' for, whom theSe realities are particularly upsetting. Young people may be sensitized to these f rs because of the dramatic physiological and psychological chan...;es they
are experiencing. However, narratives like "The Runaway Grandmot'her 1.-Izp. a broader appeal, touching many of us
..)eyond

6

adolescence. The story speaks to those of us still victimized by
private nightMareS about human finalities and- guilts about ani,mosities toward the old and dying. We are unable to find satisfyin
ing ways Of confronting these mysteries, kept silent-and secret
Through
such
tales
we
are
given
some
our society until recently.
sense of control over these tensions and a means of .expressing
them safely and publiclY, without incrimination.

The urban legend is but one kind of folk narrative that can be
used in English classroom discussions. Some teachers (and .'students) may respond more enthusiastically to oral literature that
is less mOrose. If so, the same questions can be pursued using
traditional magic tale versions, local historical legends; or ballad
variants. I have emphasized the uses of the urban legend because
of its currency and popular appeal. The texts are easy for students
to collect in oral tradition and transcribe for class purposes. When
we begin -analyzing structure, style, tone, and meaning in the oral
performances of 'those we know personally our classmates and
ourselves .forbidding literary terms lose some of their austerity.
The texts are short arid at first glance slight, but they yield valuable experiences in literary analysis and the interpretation of
meaning. As important, like any verbal art, whether that of Hawthorne, Poe, or a second-hour junior in American literature, the
stories draillati4e for us the relationship between literature awl
life: Ultimately, that's what our teaching is all about.
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-From the Comics to the Classics:
Moving Stuclents into the Study
of Literature
GALEN R. %F.:TIME
OLIVET NAZARENE COLLEGE
KANKAKEE, ILLINOIS

How to move students from ;1 reading to a study of literature
is a problem which puzzles many teachers. Too many young people

are in literature Courses and yet are not learning about the craft
of the writer..They are unaware of an author's development of- a
theme through the interrelationship .of such subordinate elements
as character, situation, sett\mg, symbolism, structure,- dramatic
irony, and point of view. Lapguage arts teachers must learn to
develop classroom situations n which students can be led induc-

tively to evaluate the merit of , riy piece of literature.
To involve students in a critical study of literature, I have used
a technique with college freshbien that can effectively be adapted
for students of any grade level. In a three-Week unit, my major ,
objective is this: to have each student become proficient in describing how an author effectively uses the elements of literature mentioned above to develop an idea. To begin, I have the students turn-

to the comic .section of the daily newspaper and select a comic
strip that meets thiQe requirements: it must he -three or four
frames long, muSt be self-contained (not part of a continued
series), and must be htimorous and/or provide a perceptive insight into human nature. Comic strips frequently chosen include
"Doonesbury," "Andy Capp," "Archie," Beetle fliiley," and

"Blondie."
After the comic strip has 'been chosen and cut from ;the newspaper, I then ask that the frames be separated f romeach 'other and
rearranged, if possible, to form an insight just as humorous- and/
or as- perceptive as the ,,riginal. In many cases, the frames cannot
be effectively rearrang,:d, indicating to the students that- a,literary
principle exists behind each effective comic strip. If the frames can
be reamnged, a different in:Sight emerges from the one that the
cartooni:.t originally imcnded. What artistic elements cause this
,
insight to change?
From this induetive activity,-.the students decide- that the car.
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tooniSt mnst consider the following points'in making his humorous
and/or perceptive comment about human nature:
1.. Theme: Stated explicitly or more frequently implicitly, the

theme is the insight about human nature which the cartoonist
wants the reader to gain 'after having examined all the frames of;
the cartooh.- Themes frequentlY used include these: .men and
,- women could communicate mol'e effectively ; people are more in\terested in domestic than moral issues; happiness is the, possession
Of.goOds rather than the expression Of love and compassion.
2; Character: Each character may represent himself, a Univers'al character, or a stock character. For instance, Archie in the
cornic strip of the same name represents the irresponsible high
schobl student ; Flo in "AndyCapp" represents the nagging wife.
A character's concept of himself as well as of others frequently
changes throughOut the sequence of the frames.

3. Plot or Situation: This is the combination of the circumstances which_ bring the characters together. In .the majority of
the cartoons, a conflict arises early in the sequence because two
characters of different personalities or ideologies do not view a
situatiw or another character in the same manner. On c1,---acter
rni!'

.!

tua :i

factually

acter might look at the

the nth,

ar-

more emo: onally. If oray one
character is present, he is usually questioning his relationship with
an unseen second party.
4. Setting: ,The background detail given in the various comics
varies, with some Strips more detailed than others. But ina series
of three or four frames, the setting changes, even though slightly,
to show the movement of th- characters and the development of
.

the 0er-he.

.5. Point of View: Each ,Tharacter has an attitude toward the
snbject at hand. The issue is to deeide if any of the characters
express the cartoonist's point of view or if the cartoonist's viewpoint is.implied 6.y the ;nsights which the charactCrs gain but do
not state.
6. SymboL-The name, and the physiques of the characters frequently havesyrtiliolic connotations. The name.o: Mcrt Walker's
character; I3eetle Bailey, connotes.an insignificant individual whose
thoughts: have little value or merit. Miss 'Beezky's unattractive

physique in ."Archie" implies her servile role as the cafeteria
worker.

7.. Structure: The cartoonist must 'consider the framework of
the cartoc-n in developing his thought; he is limited to viSual
images, three Or four frames, and,a quickly grasped message.
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8. Dramatic Irony: From the conflict, an insight about someone or about a situation emerges which the reader as well as one
or more of the characters do not expect. Of the two characters in
conflict, the one wha usually voices the ironic comment and who
usually has the last speech in the comic strip is the seemingly
servile, unintelligent one; this character can effectively manipulate
the language to illustrate the "double-entendres" of the situation.
The character who gains.the insight is the seemingly sophisticated,
intelligent individual who firsCappears as the one who can easily
manipulate all aspects of his li fe.

Dramatic Iron

FIGURE : The Finb of Critical.Literature
Figure 1 is a dia-r, which I Call the ITub of Critical Literature.
I devised it to illustrjte.the relationship of the'eight literary components which the cartoonist .can consider in developing his htimorons and/or perceptiVe point abont human nature. The theme
is the focal point ;.the remaining elements, indicated by the spokes,
are separate, identifiable entities, but they are nonetheless interreWed in developing the theme. The effectiveness of the thenie des
pends upon the authors skill in using-the elements repreSented by
the spokes in developing his literary. work. Whh this..scheme in
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mind, 'the students can objectively analyze why they laughed,
chuckled;or gained an insight after looking at their chosen comic
strips.

The next step is showing the, students how the components of
the Hub of Critical Literature provide the basis for analyzing the
art fOrm behind any literary selection, whether it be drama, poetry,
biography, the riOvel, or the short story. To do this, I stress that'

analyzing -the plot or the conflict of a portrayed situation fre-quently introduces one to the theme Of the work ; examiUing the
relationship of the plot to the theme causes one to consider
relationship of the other comjionents of the Hub of Critical Iit
ature to the theme.

To illustrate this thinking,

I

return to the daily newspaper,

having ea,.11 student find a news story which deals with some kind
of conflict concerning a local, state, or national issue. After clipping and studying the article; each student is to write six to eight
specific questions which another person could answer after read-

ing the original. article. The studems are then grouped intnpairs
and asked to write six common questions whith could be asked
about either article. The objeCtive here is to have students do
generalized thinking about the word "conflict:" The specific question, "Why is the price of gasoline higher this week than last
'week?" becomes this: "What caused the cc-nfliet?" Other generalized questions which emerge after groups of two students arc put
into groupS of, four students include these: Who caused the conflict? Ilow long has the conflict existed? Wlry does this conflict
merit attention? Who are the individwds involved in this conflict
and why are they involved?

After the students have formulated these queStions, I then inyolve them in deciding how each of these generalized questions
can be answered. I .do this by drawing on the blackboard a five-.
column chart with each of the following titles acting as a column
heading: Present Facts, HistoricalFacts, Present Values, TraditiPus,_Probable Outcomes or'Consequences. When considering the
question, "What is the cause of the conflict?", students.,,see that
to answer the,question they, need to consider the prescn't and the,

historical facts ,as -well as the present and the ;historical values
associated .with the issue. They could also &insider the probable
outcomes and consequences of the iSsue. The general conclusion
reached is this: to answerany of the questions concerning "conflict," one would have to consider the factor i. in all five_headings.

To derive the theme of a comie strip by using questionsconcerning "conflict," a student could ask such a question as this:
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situation?" The theme of an "Andy Capp" comic Strip might
concern the role of a nagging wife in the marriage relationship.
What caused the nagging relationship to develop? What are the
conSequences if Flo continues to nag? As with the word "conflict," the same approach could be used with the. concepts of
power, people, love, cOntrol, and religion topics frequently de.1/eloped in pieces of literature.
The stage is now set for a more effective study of literature. The

work with the comic strips has introduced the students to the
interrelated nature of the elements ofthe Huh of Critical Literature. The work with the concept c) "cUnflict" has not only taught
the students to define "conflict" but also to statea probable theme
of a literary work after examining its literary components. I.used
this approach in teaching the Book o Jonah from the Bible to my
students. By combining the insights gained from the two previously discussed techniques, the studants inductively derived the
following points about the Book of Jonah:
1. Two main themes are developed in the- book: human. and

divine love is more important than law and justice; the lova of
God is universal rather than restricted to one group.of people.
2. Jonah as a character matures through the passage of the
book, but never does he fully accept the reality of the two themes
of the book.
3. The themes are developed ironically. As Jinah tries .to flee
from God's presence, he.unintentionally causes people (the sailors,.
the Ninevites), to :Wcept God's nwssage; the fish is an instrument
of deliverance-rather thakof destruction; Jonah is more concerned
;about the death of a plant 'than about the possible destruction of
aTgroup of people.

4.. The structure of each of the fonr chapters is parallel. Each
begins with the sailors, Jonah, or tlhe Ninevites facing a .crisis
situation; each then moves to the rgionse of the protagonist(S),
toNahweh's response, and concludes with a resolving action.

Moving students from the reading to the study of literature
is a challenge. Using' the daily newspaper .as a tool cbuld give Ole
student an insight into the artistry of. significant literature.
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Ammiptimy

to PoetryA Cure for the Belly-Ache
Kirrv

LOCKR

TEACHING ASSISTANT IN ENGLISH, UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS
AT URBANA-CHAMPAIGN

"Terence, this is stupid stuff :
.You eat your victuals fast enough;
There can't be much amiss, 'tis clear
To see the rate you drink your beer.
But oh, good Lord, the verse you make,
It gives a chap the belly-ache."

"Terence, This Is Stupid Stuff ..."

A. E, Ilmsman

Most high school and college students feel much the same way

about poetry as does the speaker in Housmah's poem: reading
poetry gives thent'intellectual indigestion. Required to take some
English course, our students will sign up for classes.in.the short
story, or science fiction, or women in literature, or coming of age,
or ethnic literatures with some degree of pleasurable anticipation.
Classes titleu "Introduction to Poetry," however, will ha.ve to be
cancelled due to insufficient enrollment. Indeed, even when students discover that as part of a surVey or -a topics course ,they
must read pOetry, the geoans are scarcely muffled.
The major difficulty.in teaching poetry at eithpr the high school
or the college level, therefore is.overcoming yo6r-students' antipathy to poetry. This article c fers da,t-by-day lesson plans.desigited
to help you do just that. Thc method outlined in the:se plans hasseveral, advantages:
1. It enables you to introduce .concepts and-terminology in several 'areas: rhyme, rhythm, imagery, diction, and tone;
2. It gives students the experience.of close reading, thus coun'tering their tendency to Skim poetry and then be frustrated because they "don't get anytLing out of it";
It .makes students feel confident about elieir own ability to
understand' poetry ;
4. It's fun !
f

Ms. Locker is currently completing , her doctoral dissertation, Itt the
fall, 'She v;iill.be teaching at Texas A & M as an assistant professor-of
English.
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students outside the humanities. You could also use them (perhaps
accomplishing more in a given class period) in poetry classes comprised of English majors ; with minor modifications, these plans
would als6 be appropriate for use in high school junior or senior
units or mini-courses.
Problems with Existing Methods of Introducing Poetry
One of the challenges implicit in teaching a semester-long course

or a four-week unit in poetry is to make the course attractive to
students who are not English Majors and who arc not required to
take it. At the same time, one is obligated to teach uot only the
more immediate and enjoyable aspects of poetry such as theme,
emotion, and jmagery, but also such comparatively' esoteric elements as rhythm; Structine, tone, diction, and terminology. The
difficulty is further 'compounded by the density of good poems,
which may be hard for students to understand and still harder for.
Them 'to appreciate' unless they possess at' least a small battery of
technical terms and critical approaches.
The traditional, approach to This dilemma was simple: spend

the.first two weeks of the semester on the mechanics of poetry.
Teach a crash course in metrics, have students memorize the
difference between metonymy and synecdoche, explain the distinction between simile and metaphor. Then, equipped with this technical information, the student will be ready to pursue .that elusive

quarry, the poem. Even if advances in pedagogy did not cause
today's Engfish teacher to abandon such a teChnique, pragmatism._

would: confronted with such a dull introduction, most students
would simply drop the Course and substitute something that looked
more interesting.
In the name of interestand relevance, some teXts suggest using

contemporary "poetry" such as song lyrics 'to introduce students
to poetr}% But while the entertainment value of. the.Beatles' "Let
It Be" may be high, Many teachers feel that time spent on .stich
verses could be better used in other ways. Furthermore, -*bile
such a tactic may keep students in the course long enough for jt
to "make".'tbe required Minimum, the dilemma is:only postponed:
eventually one 'Must tackle the substance of good poetry in an
organized rather than an.emotive way.
Fortunately, alternatiVes to the extremes of these So-called "traditional". and ."rnodern" apProaches exist. The apprbach I offer
is.hased' upon a belief and two obServations. The terminologY of
any disciplineJ., believe, is iMportant not as an end in itself but

nize something for oneself than to have it explained by someone
else.. Second, at their most basic level, both the study of science
and the study of poetry share the same basic method: the elose
observation of phenomena, followed by the interpretation of one's

observations. The approach based on these ideas is extremely
effective in overcoming the awe, the fear, and the hostility Nvith
which students frequently regard poetry.
Day One

Any scientific endeavor begins with an explicit statement of
the assumptions on which the work is to be based. You can use
an Cxplicit statement of some of your assumPtions about poetry
and about ymir studcnv; both to begin to break down some of the
preconceptions they may have whiell would interfere with their
understanding poetry and to allay some of the.fears they will have
about the course.
I present the follOwing assutnptions ; you may of course want to

expanodify this list/
I.

It is premature to assert that one does or does not like a

poem before one understand. it.
2. A literal interpretation of the words which make up a poem
is the first step towards understanding.
.3: One's understanding of a poem grows with repeated readings:
4. Sound is an important clement of poetry.
5. The terminaigy of- any given discipline is important riot in
'itself but because it pe7mas communication..

,There are usually smiles and sighs of relief when I announce
my assumptions about them as students: I assume ,that they're
intelligent, but that they haVe little background in literature and
little or no background in poetry. MoSt students. even many
students who like . to read fiction feel very unsUre of their
ability to uncierstand poetry and will welcome your explicit statement that you don't expect them to "know all the answers" yet.
Barriers to the Appreciation of Poetry
You may 1nt to address the questions, Why don't people read
poetry at'ly more? Why do so many people dislike poetry? Why' are
some of them' even afraid of it ? Here are the points I like to make
in response:
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L The basic outlook of our age is literal. Poetry, in contrast, is
dualistic: symbolism and figurative language depend upon seeing
one thing in terms of another. Actually, of course, our age isn't
quite as literal as we sometimes like to believe. Even terms such
as "double helix" and "black holes," which now have accepted
scientific meanings, were at the moment of their conception analogies, recognitions of correspondences..And the increasing interest
in religion suggests that for many people the world of things unis just as important
which is in part the realm of poetry
seen
as the world of things seen the traditional dominion of science.
2. To appreciate poetry, one must read it slowly word by
word. Speed reading and .the tendency fostered by visual media
such as television to try to perceive the gestalt it once only interfere with understanding poetry.
3. Some people think poetry is for "sissies." Perhaps you should
tell your tudents that William Carlos Williams was a doctor and
Wallace Stevens was-aninSurance executive.
Characteristics of Poetry
A discussion of the barriers our society has etected to the appreciation of 'poetry leads naturally to a discussion of the characteristics of poetry. A class of English majors will probably know
enough -about poetry to come up with many of the items on the
most classes you'll need to present
following list theniselves,
these characteristics in a lecture Tmat.
1. Poetry usually looks different z the page. Thomas Lillard's
statement, "Poetry is writing that does not go to the edge of the
page" is obviously not a complete definition, but it is this characteristic, along with rhyme, that most students outside the humanities do see as the distinguishing marks of poetry:
2: Normal word order is frequently inverted. In part, of course,
this is due to the dictates of meter, but such inversions create
thematic emphases as well as pleasing sound patterns.
3. Poets use unusual words to fit the rhyme or the meter or the
sound or the sense. Therefore, a good dictionary is an indispensable aid to understanding poetry.
4. "Usual" words are often used figuratively.
5. Poetry is made-up of patterns patterns in sound, in structure, in rhythm, in imagery. The poet builds patterns to intensify-or focus ; he breaks them to surprise and delight the reader or to
spotlight a word or an idea.
6. Poetry.is nondiscursive rather than discursive. Unlike a news
story or a set of directions, whose aims are to convey information
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so clearly and efcactly thaf the reader can understand Without
interjecting his own ideas, good poetry requires the active partici-

pation of the reader if meaning is to result. Poetry has been
likened to the poles of a carbon arc. When electricity is forced
across the distance between the poles, light results. The greater
the distance and the resistance, the brighter the light that is finally
produced. Good poetry is not easy to understand; our minds must
leap the distance between two ideas, perceive the correspondence
-between dissimilar objects, if understanding is to result. As

Thomas Carlyle said, "We are all poets when we read a poem
well."
7. The wisdom of poetry is noncumulative rather than cumultttive knowledge. The history of science is the story of alchemy and

phlogiston and the "ether" surrounding the earth and a hundred
other now-discredited theories. The discoveries of science are
cumulative: new knowledge replaces old and renders it interesting
only as a curiosity..But Sylvia Plath's poem "Lady Lazarus" does

not render obsolete Browning's "An Epistle Concerning *the
Strange Medical Experience of KarshiSh, the Arab Physician" or
Milton's Paradise Regaified. In the humanities, and especially in
poetry, new insights and new structures add to rather than invalidating the old. One is reminded of Joseph Roux's tatement,
"Science is for those who learn, poetry for those who know."
Applying 'Scientific' Methods to the Study of Poetry
The differences between science and poetry need not condemn
the practitioners .of either art to a lifetime of ignorance about the
other. Indeed; in this course, you can tell your students, they will
apply scientific methods to the study of poetry.

The story is told of a chemistry professor who asked his students, for their first laboratory assignment, to list-all the things
they could observe about a burning candle. Then, having provided
his students with candles and matches, he left the room. Most of

the students identified six or ten characteristics and thought the
assignment a simple one. They were surprised when the professor
returned their lab reports-to be told that they had stopped looking
too soon: apparently a burning candle has some 60 characteristics.

Yourstudents- first assignment will be to list everything they
can observe about a poem (which you can now hand out). Some
of *the characteristics will be easy to spot ; others may be evident
only after repeated readings.
The "poem" I give my students is ,the first stanza of Thomas
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Wyatt's "They Flee From Me." On the handout I ditribute,- the
seven lines stand ardne, without author, date, or title. I do not tell
them that it is only part of a poem; instead, I tell them only to
read it through several times, both silently and aloud, and to
serve everything they can. I suggest soine sample questi.--I
get them started and to indicate the range of responses I
Who are "they"? How do you know? How many lines dc-.,s
poem have? Are there any sound patterns?
Day Two

When you ask your st-adent,
the !mem, everyone will have

it they have observ,
-Hig to contribute.

wis:-. to .'.;O around the roc in, pul

lie items on the 1)

in detail after l the
or :you may prefer to pursue tL

Tvations have beer
lications of each

discussi, .1

raise(:.
Rhyme

Critical terminology can be irr 7oduced to supply tEe rr.
the elements they note. FDr instance, one of the first thinl:

one will say is, "It rhymes." YDu can tell them that r
..vords are designated hy letters of the alphabet, a -differer
for each rhyming syllabk. Give them "a, b" as the sound,:
t-Irst two lines, and ask them to apply the scheme to tL

,I1111

:-

the stanza. You may want to go a step further and ask
poet made the lines rhyme. Someone may know (or you
them) that poetry was originally an oral form, and rhyir
rhythm) make it easier for the teller to 'remember the Ivor
writing has existed for quite some time; yet rhyme persists.

it must serve Sortie other function. They may suggest du:
repetition is pleasing to the ear and to the.ego; we like to
nize patterns. When a singer begins a familiar tune, one ,
says, our applause is not for- the -singer but for ourselve
recognizing the song. You will also want to point out that r
emphasizes the rhymed words. The reason for this emphas
not be clear to your stuients now, but you can return te t1u
later.
Imagery arid Dictian
Everyone will have an opinion on the identity of "the--; .
and mice seem to be the candidates most often mentione,
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r.

1);'

at this stage to introduce only the term "imagery,"
ile" Cr "la:let:Di-10r' (let alone "submerged metaphor') for day 3.
You will war.::-.-to point out that some of the word clu- :es s;eern incongruous: many of the terms ("flee," "stalking," me, 'wild,"
"to take bread at my hand," and "range") clear:y suq;-gLs! animals,
but one wouldr:Ct describe an animal's foot as
implications
woH. choice art a fri::tful field. Vt
.ant to rote
the oddi of :(le last hip::: vh
suggests :
;aps "0.-ify"
don't kn .v
they're lc ,Ling
t
or
of-7

:

Rhythm
An efk-.itivc way to intrTxLice r:nythin is
.iudents
the
Aanza of W att poem (re
i.ind of
this
an., :;k them b.
:e it with t. -Titrsic Show
them :I, w
stre,
nd ask
unstresstd
h.:bites
them )0 .;car:. tn,t passage.
wiLl be harder iccn
it is
yu v
for
to go
inetrics in any li
ml
would rc
day.,
to give.them bu. vcly be
tirst
day.
however,
em:..
io see
,that
I.
-ion is I
regular than th:.
s will
ry; s
be a
of them will IK
.r hand
at wr
in th
experience,
sion is
often
eter incrc regular. Foil.
rvation
about th.
y:ou have done in each
ie, with
"Why?' 'eak in -the pattyri. in
ce, puts
w: "stalking"
greater
ing the
incongruit_
-vo words, for what
room?
In line 3,
anapest emphasizes
:
rather
than :!le si
of the fact's occurrenc_ H Ink:
departore
ft
Av-establishe iambic
71 (a
--hic foot
lee, or :In ar.:Ipest
ive foot,
fee
deper.
ies Cie syllables
rries the
rhydr:
ma.;,-:s the si ..ker suuii '. less
isure of
himse...
lin,: 5, the con:igum:.
y
voluntary nal'i.ire of the :_ct.
Yo sL :lents may nut s c one of Lle
changes
until
.sk them to cour. the numbtr
a b.
ich line.
In the 3ri, :nal version, all t lines have ei
en
it syllables.
revision, lines 2. 3,4, and 5 are
i:
at none
of the irs-,
lines-has mor:i than ten sylla
'last line
r. I to twelve. Perliaps the major
is leng
,..±-iiange is
to
We sense of uni...ase with whit-iya ..ds, the
sense .
ng caught off klance, the
nd not
.

,J11

7

1

t7.-Ae

1

:11t

.

.

.

.

.
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finding. Thus the revisions have brought the sounci ana sense oz
the words into very close consonance.
Tone
At this point, if some-.,ne has lt already
want to raise the questic.:1 of tone: how does he

ou rnrY
tel al-;cut

his subject? Most stu:1,:211:-: will recognize hat

nostalgia and some 1,::ternss, culminating

a Sens.

.,..11(1e-T-

thlty
:dimi-

Jdent
,r female. Althou h :H7

rient. It may be int, resting to ask your

o
d: the speaker is
tive clues in the first :tan:::a, those of my swilling to commit thr:Llse _yes have invariz ' lv
speaker is a man.

11'

: hiten

At

Summing Up
-As the class period IraNN s to a close, ask y

student

the questions that ,:.an't be answered on IlaL L.:Isis of C:Ic
:hey have it. Who are "they"? Why did thy seek hinaz \vile
they now- shun him? What change has,occurred?
'seeking now ? Then you can confess, "Well, there ir mr
give you ..the whole pAem." And pass out another
..,r
sheet with the first to stanzas of the. poem sti:
ho:ne
anc',
date, Tell them to ta.,:e the poem
answer those unanswered questions, to list any ncabout the second -stanz.i and to see if any new ouest xis
rnEven if the bell lia ru71, they'll pay you the comp:
If
:ning the second stanza before they leave.
;:ave, students who think "they- are women, thert
of. triumph.
As .you prepare for day three, you can reflect wit'r.pr:_ciit
you've accomplished: You've introduced basic co7-iceptts
minology in several areas rhyme, rhythm, imacery:, Eon:: tun::
you've 1;iven your students the experience of clost: re:a:axing, Itl'22'
cotintering their tendency to skim poetry and the 1e fru1.7
.

because they "don't get anything out of it.'
them: fhe actually want to read the "whol:" pot=

detective work, and, somewhat to their surpHse, it's f...
uncle-7important, you've made them feel that they
for even the most subtle observations you e made -in.ar rhym:
or word choice have grown out of phenorr -.:na in tht! pot= Hit:.:
they noticed. Quintillian. believed that it the teachei
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..:14.11,./1 Lam

thzul ic overcoming the apprehension with which students begin
stud:: c i poetry.

Day Three

Your students will come to class code:-

Therf are several directions you can gc
nich :3 in error grammatically and .trhap
How th

"the:" is

woman.

An C'ris statement,

a othe: ways as

Poet Makes Us Spe

One :uestion to pose is: How much do :e kri.w about the
.--imar. Despite the impression of sensuous detail. most of the

s ormitted: the only physical description we are given of
is :-:-e 11'7:Ise "arms long and small." Shovv your students how
re:_tler's response depends upon connotations and :assoc1nio:-.
You. may even want to ask rnem wh:at the poet gains by

---1.-:ture

the woman or the incklent
.students to describe the woman.. they will use
terms Horn :he first stanza. When you intrc.luce the concept of
ycai may want to point out that some of the phrases in
stanza don't seem to fit the woman. if thepoet sees her
7edatc,ry creature, it would be apt'-tO picture her "stalking
chamber," but it seems less likelv that she ever ,:ould have
read from his hand or that it -would-have bcen dangerous
):to ,10 so. Such apparent discrepancies. of course, largely
:11- when one is aware of the poem's overtones of courtly
evertheless, it seems to me advisable to pose the qUestion

before providing the answer. Many students will be
T.

:aw.. Tt of any incongruity, and others will be too unsure of their

.tical skills to be sure that it inheres in the.poem. But at
ne 1..Jint in the course, all of your students will have the experi-

thinking that tile parts of a poem don't fit together. jt is
2port:.nt that they not, facilely reject such poem's as "bad" but
:her :hat they search for a submerged pattern or for a reason
-...r any real or apparent disjunction.
.!ce o:

asing tne Dictionary
In this.case, you can use the submerged metaphor of the poem
,on1y to explain the rules of courtly love but also to stress the
...nrpor:::nce of using a dictionary to become .aware of multiple
meanir:gs. Bring the shorter OED to class and have them look up
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Und tha many

ia,r.,ger," "array," -rarige," and "guist."
these words ha-,--e military mezni.tigs

l2nge

1:ove..a.ppropHated some of the terr.-.7

toi-Ts dcemirf

ir cneself in da.nger was :o acmcwk..
Ar-ray" mean:: nt.1

nl

lit

:

festivities,
:Inc1-27 in search of

.1f

anot'n.LTI--: to )e inconsi:._nr

wL.ich enrich tl:
..-aran,e"
et.1 not only "exteznal
!'-,e
latter
a
,retence"
to make no: sinTly teat Yr,e, 71 contradict n'y rileanings (cot:sider

n

t:1

disp., of military

"clothing" brat als

s:pecial
Or a ".-tate
etn." In addit ,en to The still-used se.,
I. "range' zt1ii s.:)ecificaliv -neat

e of

of wa:r. Thus

meanings Than..--,e over time, ut, af :
rea-'.1er of ;.-oettr---, that poets frequen
cite level :;it:,idtaneou:-,iy, ar.cl that,
Jrk.togc-the- euric... the 1-,oem's Ic
ession on -.)urtly T.ove will not
re assign poen.s using or attacking

one atta.hwith another
ng A?: "gu:se" sig"a.,:1-.7d appear-

ug. 7 :le pint you
mu'uliJle or
-b,m.1") or ev.:..n

impor:ance to

.11

:r rds
a
DU:

poem, these

olace if vou

cc:: ,-.nrions later in
marse. I've lomid that students are fL.c,.1::1:1:.:d by the subject,
-..-eriha--Js because :_he conventions of dati--:.g an.: courtsh::-.. have
::-.1c under conscious scrutiny and attack in o-i:r own agShifts from the First Stanza to the Seco:7d
A di±;cussion of the basic submer:,:ed n:_-taphc7 is not co:-ap:ete
ntii the heart/hart punt is identified. You might want to ask your
tidents what Ole poe: gains by not making the ,:omparison more
hlicit ; you mi.;ht also like to poin: out that some of th,e. details
seek:Jig," for exainple) seem to s-uggest a
:7. smnza one (
salkr, less .dignified. animal than a mature stag. Furt::!eTmore,
the
your students should recognize some of the shifts between
from
a
whole
z'A-st and second stanzas: f ,-ern anirn-als tc a woman,
a preclas of creatures to one :ndividua:, frc:n2 the speaaer ar,
7he
tone
a
hunted
-annably super-ior human t, :he spea:,:er
posiQf
stanza
-ule
gives
way
to
a
llifts too: the disappoinum,nt
:e, .dream-like sense of fulfillment. V 'Fly so many changes?

,icaulay's dictum, "It is not easy to nmke a simile go on all
who
..;ors," is perhaps relevair., but it should e clear that a poet
of this

Mouses words as carefully and as effectiv t_Ay as the author
;oem obviously has would not make so n:.any shifts simply because
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mid not sustain tE. 1.,-le and :cm,
Ariet the shifts 66 5e7ve

sev,..it lines.

:veral purmc

zi you suggested t: first (lay if
the most imaginati,
ful
whi,
the marked (H::, 7HI1
thm
passivel,

.

to see that th.
rather than

be

anH
cat

.--)f

merely
will

-.1:

evel,

-t less tl: tT7'
fOCU-01
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reader

:
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tps th:e most
iff balance b: si
.e to fit lir:s v.
..t opposit:.s

1

be,

:

,Jien
11,.:e into

:ild not answ,::-

mo

irgent but sti.
fan]:

when you
mimeographeil

ar.

as riot
The

ref;:

int: in,

t you
oliestiocs
-.2 basis
No first
be ;'..1
he V
speaker
it? Y( o7 .:(lents

betwee-:.

'

:ep the

se

the two

I

-more,

t7it

i.

tha;

nem,

did

more.- an

greatly
them

as

poem_

-e with (:_.1

st:.-

Dc-1 four

-our students if the thir _ stan:
no L:tt_i style of stane.:a two.

the

hange:ft

wil. H less obvious to your students
rst s:anza to the second. Alost stude17::.

th..!

:11:± 15,
.E:D=I the
1-..at the-

end: on a di:Terent note thz-.n toe se
they
n. r.:d to be :tided by your questions to pintloint L77''Lt
Point )ut that 1_,Dth the syntax e f the sentencFs
meter
rein f(. --ce the clunge. _And the sens.
detail c- the secomd stanza

triird

ges -ay to fiat statements.
obsolete spellH_:- of "kinclely" and yout-i-

with the

017 on Day 3 may r..z.:-c sent s-iint of them

dictio-

which won't prov-2 lIelpfui. Bring in e7rf
the-rn -what the term meLns ("in the normal way of tht

or tell

.

womakind).

Comparing frhe Original -ith the FinciVersian
I don't take th -.! time o:. Jay 3 to asi:: my students to compare
seconr.'. stan::: . The revithe original and :revised vr :ions of
sions in the seco:71d stanzz :e effectry,2 the .anape i. s of "fr-om
:re almosu :inomatc7loeia echoing tht
h7e-r shOul /
fa.IF:ng gar-ment
The eh:ranges

hut the ::anges arem Iramatic.
stanz:a, Eir.wever, are cm ;ial. In line
thi7

for .example.

o zi_m

-rred" is repla ced by "so

:rakes the ,:-hy:thm more a'.wkward (to
whi(
az:a serveki
.1 on -kin,'-ely" more obv: Jus. In line
.(1
the
punTose?)
7saking"
L,.:omes -a strati _;:e fashion,"
11
of
a
birter
lash
T.
meftierates :Lle tone ad increaes the ambiguit:y of the last
I your strz....nts scan the entire poem, it
Ever if you h:
to attenr_ to, sc:,za tie lasz lines of the
will It in:tructive :=or
pent.ameter (folea:L=y
ersi.
:.ns.
The
:rigin.:11
tw-o
lmed by a defect;efo., i one maki two syilablles 1- ,1 "served").
version She .11d it 1..:.)e?
But h ow ..s one to ran tl:te
.

(a

/ ha:1-3 de

1 fa.in / w

-r-ved

or

l,

-1

fait /

she / hath
,

served?

:alic:s added...)

stnde-'s wh, :re unsure

Nr1

of nyr.' syllables is
in tirrn, for .when
th,:t phrase will

scAve th, problL:7- ic az::enting
-ately
:s (:)f nc. avail 7--lere. Nor is the
a iC
such :
mtner is rel::,te(il `,-) the meaning
-lest6on n: rc.v icadem:.
Epeaker feels
quc:stk,t-1 of hww
c di': last line and the
-7:arri
him. Is he
thall
she
now
flees
-man and the
out the
Does hz., biarr her and seel; reweml:e::' There 'is a
sugstion of thi n the rorig:inai rersion, :a suggestion

nich is retained, in the re':ision if on::: scans the ast line as (a)

aimove. But if one pfraecs the .,ztresses :as in (b), the i-arggestion is
be blzrn:ng not her but himsdf, to be asking
rf.:.-versed Ile seems
11:fitv he shoI:ld hav.. :reatol hz:r. Is he implying that she. left him

if:cause he treated her unkindly an '. that her desertion of him
kind his reatrnen: of he-..-?

3alcnce and 'Rest
The notion of a fuler7.nn is a
dot:s ma bring the stanz:a lo a dec.:

one to show :rat the
-e resting poim. The st=za

pattern and the metrics reinforce the une:asiness. The reader must

supply something from his own experience to make the whole
balance.

At this- point I ask my students, Do you think I've got another
stanza to give you ?" It's a risky question. By summarizing the
questions which can't be answered definitively at the end of the
two previous class periods, I may haVe suggested that a poet ties

everything llj neatly at the end of a poem. Furthermore, I'm
never sure that my-students will see how the "off-balnince" ending
of t'ne poem differs from the unanswered questions a:t the encT of
stanza one or the lack of recon;..iliation alter stanza tmy But so far
I've (been_ lucky: my students have known the Poem is ended.

Before we leave the poem. I like to point out that so many
changes are risv, for the reader may not be able to bridge the
g a p the poet has created. I also think it's useful to ask them to
reread the poem as a whole and ask them whether their reaCtion
to stanza one changes when they know what follows. During :he
rest of the semester, they'll be assigned \Cook poems, not in divl:lual stanzas, mid they will undoubtedly finish die poem before
they recognize all the implications of the opening lines. They need
to realize that rereading provides a double consciousness. One may
not be able to reread with pleasure a detective novel one has just
finished, but one can reread a good poem. One's pleasure will be
argmented, not diminished.. for one can observe how the -poet
manipulates the reader's response even as. ,7,ne responds.

Organizing a Sernester Course in Poetry

Now that you have introduced your sttidents to the techniques
of close reading and given them a fundamental critical vocalnrlary
on which to build. you can organize the rest of the semes:er in any
way you choose. I divide my reading list into the following units:
Imagery
Sound and Sense
The Sonnet
How Does a Poem Mean ?

Poetry and Paraphrase, or; Why Don't Poets Just Come aut
and Say What They Mean?
Poetry,, Bad Poetry, and Verse
Poets am Love
Poets OM Death

Poets on Religion
Poets on Time and Change
Poets om Poetry

9
f'
eJ

The great temptation in setting ILT yc

reading Esa, particularly

if you are -used to teaching Eng lisb, ma.; .z.Ts, is: to inC.:de too much.

Now that the first four days have pr:d Lo you:- students that
to_ Obvimusly you can't
they can understand poetry, they'll
discuss evtry poem in the detail yo-z.vi.

tc. "Thiey Flee From

Me," but the rest of the course is reiaiced you7- telling them
what a poem means because they cun't tigure it o-it in fifty minutes, they'El be bitterly disapipointej. A.:-.1d you shcui.1 do at least

one mediumi-length poem in some eieu. 1, o thley 11 he afraid ofis tiE:i--..:.:msuming: we
anything ,o,ver a page long. l'3ut this t
:.-Aicient Mar.ime
of
"The
spent two and a half periods on
iner" and barely scratched the sur-::a.-e.
goals you've
Your reading list should tak,..: int ..ccount

established for the course. Iry. Jur n is nr.: lo prepare your
students far upper-level Englisn cular::ies be: !:1:11:-:)ly to enable
them to read, understand, and appr.._:ei:ate pottry )r, their own,
you'll be more likely to achieve this geral if y ou L.:lye them read
forty or Lfty poems closely in a semester rather i--an assigning
one hundr-d poems, all of which are read hu:rie : and none of
r one hundred
which '3 understood. With a rea.iing hist: ci

'poems, you'll have to. lecture mucln 04 :he time 07- your students
will be lost. Today's students are dnligenc.; the' 11 lb en attentively,
they'll-leave
take notes, and spew your words back on exams,
that
poetry is
tlney
er.1-..re
the course feeling, as they did -J.-hien
wholly
inexinter1;7szati,on.
FrocceLls
an arcane m'stery whose
plicable rules. &.-ience seems at:7---...tive..to inteiiligi:l.at students 'because it seems so accessible: L-...yone .who naen:. rizes chemial
valences er the reciprc-cals of 17::.:onotnetric I;uni..Lions is well on
the way to learning. Students in. find :Ilemist.ry 7 calculus diffi.: if II:Ly app4 :.lemselves, they.
cult, but theV usually assume
to nI;L:e the uamiiel assumption
teach
can learn. We need to
about poetry.
THEY FLEE FROM

(0i-if:lino! Version)

Mnelirne did me seek,
They tlee from me ti:
With naked foot stal:.;m:: within 'my chamber.
Once have 1 seen the:- . arjtle. t:inn ,. and meek,

.

That now are wild, a:..A kilo not r, :nember
That sometime they 1,;IV(::: put thmtclves in danger
they range,
; and
To take bread at my

Busily seeking in con=rual char :e,

Thanked-be fortune it hath been otherwise,
Twenty times better; hut once especial,
In thin array, after a pleasant guise,
When her loose gown did from her shoulders fall
And she me caught in her arms long and small,
And therewithal so sweetly did me kiss
And softly said, Dear heart, how like you this?

It was no dream, for I lay broad awaking.
But all is turned now, through my gentleness.
Into a hitter fashion of forsakir.g;
And I have leave to go, of her goodness,
And she also to use newfangleness.
But since that I unkindly so am ser:ed,
How like you this? what hath she now deserved?

Student Resistance to Poetry: A Theory
MEG FILES
KANKAKEE, ILLINOIS

;Secondary school English teachers often note that students'
general reaction to the study of poetry is negative. Teachers,
especially if they enjoy poetry themselves, may be puzzled by such
a reaction. Why do students dislike poetry? Why do they approach
its study with such foregone. antagonism? And what can be done
to combat_this antagonism?
The negadve reaction might be explained by looking at Jean

Piaget's ideas of the child's intellectual development, and by relating these ideas to the sort of thinking necessary for understanding poetry.
Briefly, Piaget describes the child from age ten to fourteen as
on the threshold of the stage of intellectual development of "fOr.:ma! operations:: The child is beginning to think in the abstract, to
think hypothetically, to consider the inherent though unobservable
possibilities in a phenomenon or.situation or concept. Before this,
the 'child in the stage of "concrete operations" can physically and
mentally manipulate symbols, but he is limited to the information
given him and to his actual experience.

Teachers and textbooks generally begin formal analysis of
poetry at late elementary school and junior high sehool levels.
Many, or most, children at this level in school arc only approaching the period of formal operational thinking. So teachers' expec-
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tations that younger students find meaning in poetry often remain
unfulfilled.

English teachers often deal with poetry by questioning students
about interpretation of lines and words, about "what the poet is
saying," about the meaning of the poem. Studer.ts often complain
that reading r)oetry in school is an exhausting search for meaning.
Reading poetry with understanding involves complex mental oper-

ations, and students' complaints may be based on demands in
excess of their developing abilities.

_

First. poetry is by definition dependent on language. and so
must deal with symbols whith may not be directly representative
of anything concrete, that may be abstract. But mental Manipulation of abstract symbols is not among the intellectual abilities of
the child of the pre-formal operational level of development.
Reading poetry with understanding depends, too, on the ability
to understand metaphors. Poetic -things" are often not what they
appear, and the ability to find and make sense out of comparisons
that are usually implied is necessary. But the ability to locate and
understand metaphors in poetry Mvolves solving a mental and
abstract problem, and this ability is not.among those of the child
in the pre-conceptual period.
Juxtaposition of apparently unrelated situations, events, images,
etc., in poetry may also be puzzling to a younger student. Understanding poetry involves seeing the relationships, often subtle or
implied, and making the cOnnections. The child in the concrete
operational period may have difficulty locating and comprehending
such juxtaposed relationships.
Thought about poetry.must be concerned with concepts. These
are the "themes" or "meaningS" that teachers want students to
seek out. Often this involves locating the pieces of a fragmented
idea, juggling them into a coherent whole, paraphrasing the whole
in prose _form-, and finally translating it intO a meaningful sum-

mary or conclusive statement ("what the poem 'means"). But
Piaget indicates that the ability to deal with concepts, which are
abstractions rather than objects that can be seen or manipulated
physically, is limited for the child in the preconceptual stage.
understanding poet-rv calls for the mental ability to
view two or more image or levels of ideas simultaneously. The
denotations and coimotations of a word or group of words add

layers of meanings to poetry. Analysis of poetry requires the
ability not only to eparate the levels, but to see them layered up.
t6 look at poems in cross-section. These operations are generally

beyond the capabilities of the child before he enters the period
of formal operations.
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When a child initially confronts poetry, and at times when he
confronts particular poems later, he must change established ways
.of perceiving in order to make sense out of poetry.. The peculiar
'devices of poetry, such as line breaks, unusual word order, and
stanzas, may be unfamiliar in appearance or intention. The study
of.yottry implies a willingness to accept, and to attempt assimilation of, novel perceptions. But the novelty of poetic devices and

structure may be beyond the limits of acceptance for younger
students, since without the underlying cognitive structure, the

child will fail to assimilate new materiaL
-Obviously, these processes are not isolated. Together they integrate to form a system of Complex mental operations.- When a

student tries to under-stand a 1.:)em, he needs to be ablre to call

Jorth these integrated 7)rocesses.
When potrY is intr.;)duced to students t

early, at least through

is either distorted in
the form of a formal analytical approach
a way that allows t.he students to assin. .ate it and find some
however mistaken, naeming in it, or it is jected as meaningless..

The further result may be a :c:-.1tinued i..iisunderstanding or

continued rej ection of oetry, evim after the student may
developed intAectually enough to muderstand it.
What can Englis!.1 teachers do :to prewent the development
younger students of negative attitndes tcmard poetry? And how
can they approach poetry in class to overcome the negatve att:-lodes that older stmlents have alreaAly developed?
Teachers should note that the problems are not really with th
.)-erils but with what thee ask students bo do with the poem:,
Most younger students are able te, deal xwit'n poems in some wa:.
or on some level. For example, a child might like a poem becatn.,.
it is pleasing to hear. But this way may not totally satisfy the
teacher's expectation of how he or she should deal with poetry.
I'iaget offers io prescriptions for vachers: hut from his descriptithis of children's intellectual devej,opment, a few prescriptiv
conclusions can be .draw-u. ,IpeiousEv teach:Ts should nut: expect
students to think in ways tLat they are not yet capable of.. Form:al
analysis of poetry rfor example, analysis of symbols, metaphors
or meanings) should not, in general, be emphasized with younger
adolescents. Poetry can- be enjoyed in other ways (for example,
for its humor or for its sound) without in-depth analysis. Most
important is that students do nit develop an automatically negative attitude toward poetry. Of ,course, since Pt is the sequence of
periods that is-fixed, not the rate of progress,,.some students may
be developmentally ahead of others, and may be ready to, deai with
poetry in analytical ways. Teachers may be able to work with indi-

I0

-victual students in a more analytical way; but the-class
conclude that this is the way they a1,1 should view poetry.

' As children cannot be taught' to progress from cra
walking but begin to attempt walking as a function of ma
so students cannot be taught to progress from the concrel

tional.period to the formal operational period. But par
provide an atmosphere in which walking is a desirable
and the opportunity to attempt walking without fear of
ment for falling down. So English teachers can provid
mosphere in which reading anctstudying poetry is seen by
as an attractive activity and the opportunity, to begin int(

poetry without fear of appearing foolish or wrong. Stu
transition between periods should be allowed to. enjoy f
'whatever way they can and should not be made to feel p
into appreciating poetry in the same ways that the tead
Teachers should emphasize that there are no right or
answers when looking a't poetry; instead, discussions shc
sider possibilities in poetry. Teachers' attitudes of acceptai
be.dernon-strated as well as merely verbalized. This implie
ing out the red pencil, both literally and figuratively, wher
with poetry with young readers.
In addition to providing an accepting atmosphere and
experiences with poetry, teachers can help students pro,
linking new experience with poetry to previous experiem
-might be done by making comparisons (for example, co

the rhythms of poetry with die rhythms of music). It
done by a discussion preliminary to reading a particigar

students' ekperiences with' the subject of the poem. G
approaches to poetry thdt make it .rnore familiar and less
able should help prevent the huilding-in of a negative atti
Perhaps if suggestions like these were practiced by the
of upper elementary and junior high school students, the
attitude tliat makes later dealing with. poetry unpleasant

students would never develop. But for teachers of hie
students, many.of whom haVe already'developed an antip
poetry, a few more suggestions may be made.
.With students of this age; the problem in dealing witl
is not, generally, what teachers aSk students (o.do with pi
it may be with the younger students. Most students of lo
school age could well concentrate on the formal andlysis d
since most will have progressed into the period of forms
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Remedial measures .to coinbai: the negative feelings may improve students' attitudes toward poetry. As with younger adolescents; an emphasis on the possibilities in poetry, an assurance that-T_
there are no -right or wrong interpretations of poems (and the
practice of this assurance when written or oral feedback is doled
out), a demonstrated appreciation for all aspects of poetry, and
the relating of the tmfamiliar in a poem to the familiar in students'
experiences, may all work to reverse some students' negative attitudes.
Another reason, besides the remedial purpose, for dealing with
poetry in this way even with older students is that individuals
revert briefly back and progress through all of the periods of intellectual development when they confront new material. Knowing
that students' dealings with new experience will recapitulate their
development might guide teachers in their approach to each new
poem, or at least to each new type of poetry. For example, the
teacher's questions and discussion stimulation .of a new poem
might begin m;ith the sort of questions to which the teacher of
younger adolescents limits his discussion, before helping students
to deal with the poem in. a more abstract way.
.Given the charaCteristics of the formal operational period, the
older adolescent ought to find poetry especially appealing and
assimilable. P. G. Richmond, in his book An Introduction to Piaget
(N.Y.: Basic Books, Inc.,-1971), wrote:
Formal thOughf permits the adolescent to examine his own life style
and that of the society in wh.ch he finds himself, to 'question and
debate the beliefs and values he holds and those he finds around him.
Beer group interaction assists this, and the adolescent tests out his
thought with his equals. These thoughts are often removed from social
relity,.being flights of idealistic. fancy . .

The content of poetry is- often an examination of ways of living,
a questioning Of beliefs and values, and "flights of idealistic
fancy"; older -adolescents 'ought to find many connections between
poetry and their oWn thoughts. They oughi to find a great deal of
-meaning in poetry.
ft is unfortunate for many students that they may ix pressured
to deal with poetry in a formal and abstract way before t4ey are
intellectually capable of so dealing with it. This pressure may
result in the development of a permanent antipathy for poetry.
the
But perhaps, with teachers' practice of -suggestions like these,
reversed.
developed negative attitude might be
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Teaching

Brave New World:
Devil's Advocacy as a Technique
JAMES OBERTIN 0
PARKLAND COLLEGE

CHAMPAIGN, ILLINOIS

Brave New World is a novel that probes basic assumptions
about the purpose of human life and about the means by which
that purpose can best he met .by social arrangements. Serious
thinking that goes beyond received opinions and prejudices is
'difficult enough to achieve in the classroom. In. the course of
several seniesters' teaching of Brave New World, I: have found
an adversary approach best suited to awakening students to the
questions of values that the novel poses. As a rule, students are
ready to condemn most of the characteristics Of Huxley's society;'
by pleading the goodness Of the Brave New World way in class
discussions, the teacher can stimulate students to consider, perhaps
for the first time, why they value the things they do. TO motivate

students into considering their deepest and hence most unrevalues calls first for meeting their objections to
flectingly held
the society Huxley presents.

Objectives
it seems to me that the teacher's principal olijectives in teathing
Brave New WorldshoUld be:

1. To lead students to recognize that Brave New World embodies and perfects many popular aspirations of Americans today.
2. To help students become aware, as tliey' criticize tlie novel,
that their own values are as culturally deterinined as those of the
citizens in 1-Iuley's society.
3. To encOurage students to consider that "freedom" and "happinesS," values which theY may accept unreflectingly and .think
they completely understand, are in fact complex and perhaps even
at odds.
4. To open .for their consideration the problem of the relative
merits of an open society versus a closed one.
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Strategy and 0:iscussion QuestioM
ultural
All stud-His 4 -Ind teachers are of cour5- afflicte(
w4t
:onsider
are certaim ;sues we wo..:d radii!
blindspots.
Jiat we
et so .intimate .part of oti- value s' si.
issues th;4
les may
that
dr
,c
ct
any
evidenc
e.
that
sugges1
impatiently ;
be uniin fact be culturally determ ! ed and may :lot nece
versal truths. It is of course a mistake to attempt engage any

class immediately with the most difficult and thought-provoking
issues a novel raises. To assure that students do not reject out of
hand Huxley's probing-of their basic assumptions, a two-pronged
teaching strategy should be used. The first part of the strategy
provides. a ,lead-in that gently introduces the novel through a
consideration of its characters. The first few discussiODs of ,Brave
New World can be spent considering such questions as these:

1. What are the names of the major characters and why are
they so strange?

2. Which of these characters endorse their, society without

qualification and which do not?

3. Why do Bernard, Helmholtz, and John di5like thci society,
and why do Lenina and Mustapha approve of it?
4. What do "utopia" and "anti-utopia" mean ?
5. -Why do people write books about societies so different- from
our own? (This last question is asked paly to prepare students
for the realization that in many ways Brcive New rtiorld presents
a society not so different frOm our own a(f/ter all.)

A few periods of general class discussion of these questions
prepare students to consider values. At this point the class may
be divided into small, groups, each of which is given two cuestions
to discus's (more-than one group may be given the same c-.-,!stion),
and then to report their conclusions to the class at 1:: 7t,Te. The
questions are:
7 know
1. Are characters in this novel like or unlike people a:
them?
2. Do you like or dislike anyone in the novel ? Why?
?
3. How does this society assure happiness for its chi.
4. What seems to you to be good or bad about the r..sults that
are achieved?
5. What 'seems to you to be .right or wrong about the methods
used to achieve the resFilts?
In the consideration of the last two questions, the blackboard can
profitably be used t6 set up a ledger so that opinions ab6ut
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and "wrong" and "good" and "bad" aspec. 3 can be compan-ed, A
finat question that the teacher can propose -o each group, or save
for general class discussion, is to ask the students to conmar-s- what
seems to them to be the "good" and "bad" aspectS of II-:::dey':=
society with their opinions about the "good" and "bad" a,:--7...,-n-c a

the United States.
It is at this point that the second aspect of the teachini2. stia,
comes into play. Because students may too readily reject thts va
upon which BraVe New World society is based, the teach.
be ,prepared to play devil's advocate (this role may or n
be openly acknowledged) in arguing for the goodness of in
arrangements. One way this argument can be effectively py ..i-,i
.

is by contrasting the results of Brave,New World's insti.,.:::s
with comparable institutions within the United States. Tht
will notice that the.book shows us a virtually crime-free s.:,._:-y
in which no one suffers from lack of food or shelter and where
veey few are ever seriously frustrated, .depressed, or loneiy. By
becoming a-persuasive advocate for the Brave New World way,
the teacher will help to stir students to become aware of.what they
most value and why and what social Costs must be accepted if
their values..are taken seriously.
From the comparison of the two. societies will emerge the observation that many aspects of HuXley's society are nothing more
.

than the elaboration of 'dominant tendencies within American
society. Brave Now World shows us a consumer-oriented society
par excellence ; children are inundated with slogan§ to assure that

as adults they will be -voracious consumers ("Ending is better
than mending"), just as American children and adults art barraged with advertising appeals. The ideal of brotherhood IF- -1-portant in both societies:. Aniericans are taught in their sc.:roods,
and sometimes in their homes, that all men are equal ; Bray:. Art-71vWorld society carries This-teaching a step further and instill§ tI-re
idea that "Everyone belongs to every one e1se." The United .::;:zates
is a society of -drug, users from coffee to aspirins to sIttf_TT:g

pills, we depend on chemicals to get -us through each (.:
night. When over-the-counter drugs aren'A.sufficient, wt :::-:-.: 'a
tranquillizers, of which several billion are\ legally coniura ez....:h
year in the United States. Need we be sho -ked with th
New World slogan. "A gramme is betteit t lan a -damn
.

sexual Tevolution and the- breakdown of the\ fa6ily, aspect:.
society present for } long that ti.,..y are rtO lotiger news
are carried to their .,nclusion in I rave Neza, Wortiil-pron::
is normal and mono;arny a perverse deviation, and "Moth-

.

,--R1

1,

"fathee have become hideous obscenities. Brave New World
society fulfills the election promises of many an American politician; it provides peace, prosperity, leisure and abundance.
handling Student Objections.

Against the social arrangements of Brave New World.students
are likely to raise two principal objections. One of these is that
the people there aren't really happy, either because they "just
think they are" or because they. .have no real emotions. The first
assertion involves a fallacy; surely if people think they are happy,
they are. What a student who raises this objection may perhaps
mean is that what makes people happy in Brave New World would

not make. him happy; perhaps he has come to expect That real
satisfactions are scarce and can be.reached only by. mastering seri.:

ous difficulties. StUdents also not uncommonly maintain that
happiness cannot be fully appreciated unless there is a large slice
of unhappiness set next to it for comparison. This point is interesting and well worth pursuing; for it, as for several other issues
raised in this essay, there are no easy or final answers. Students
may also contend; as Bernard does, that there are no strong feelings in Brave New World society, and to back them Up on this
_point they have the slogan "When the individual feels, the community reels." At this point the teacher may find it valuable- to
consider whether all feelings are really exiled or merely those that
are likely to make one unhappy. It may be also worth noting the
various means that are used to curtail emotional dullness, from
solidarity services and violent passion surrogate (the biochemical
equivalent of rage, but without any of rage's soCial and personal
costs) to soma.
The other objection that students may raise is that people in
Huxley's society are not free. Prenatal conditioning and sleep-

teaching both limit and direct a person's potential in ways far
more obvious and efficient than do family and school in the -United

States. It may be worth pOinting out to students that ii their
values they have 'received from sources external 'to themselves;
from a Scientific viewpoint .every choice they make, while: it May
be eXperienced as free, is'actermined by a web of, causes that is

ultimately external to themselves. Free will, according to the
behavioral sciences, does not exist ; there is only- the sUbjective

feeling of .being free, a feeling, incidentally, that a soft drink
company uses to manipulate peopleipto buying their product. In
the societY of Brave New World, as much as in the 'United 'States,
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or any other society, children must be prepared to fill the roles
that society requires to.be filled. Socialization in any sodetytemches

.people to want to do what they will have to' do. From the wiewpoint of social efficiency and social harmony, Hu Xley's society
does the job of fitting- the individual .to his social roles far better
than U.S. society, which fills the heads of children with contradictory values.. A child may be taught racism at horne and brotherhood at school. He may learn at school that anyone can be president ; at home he may assimilate attitudes toward learning andwork that will prevent hiS ever finishing high school..Students
may coitinue their .argument by asserting that the United States
is a land of unlimited opportunity ; at this point the teacher may .
gently point out the curious fact that no Black, Jew, Chicano, or
woman has ever been president.
Freedom or Happiness?
The 'teacher may finally conskler the question of whether happi.ness and freedom, values that receive equal allegiance from many

of us, are perhaps at odds. If freedom is the power to achieve
individual goals, then citizens of Brave New World society are
freer than citizens of the.United States. To those who riposte that
the goals of the people of Brave New World .are limited by their
so,iety, one.may ask,r whose goals are not limited by his sodety?
A poll of the students' aspirations will reveal that all their goals
are derived from s?cial possibilities open to them; even the option
to drop' out or beolne a criminal are patterns that already exist.
It would seem ,:hat.the citizens of Br.ave Ntm,-World society are
happier,than Ar=ericans, if we detime happiness as the absence of
ression, and lone:z.ss. Even if we, for the purfear, anxiety,
concr.de that Huxlev's citizens are less
pose of
:he price they pay- tor
:heir relative iL of freedom ma:-.
greater emotionat well-heing.
that the inhabitants of
v t
I f students insist., as they are 1
free, it may be gook] for
Brave NeW.Ii'orld are nether
elt.p, either in small groups
them to be given the opportunity t(
their
own
definitions of freedorn
or in general dasS discussion,
and happiness. It may finally bt. that students acknowledge that
they want to face challenges on ute way to their giDals as much as
they want the, goals themselves, that in ,effect what they want is
not happy times but the pursuit of happiness. Bin in their,pursuit
they May find happinesS an elusive quarry. Real freedom to pursue
happiness involves the risk of madness and misery, two things that
i
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John tells Mustapha tie human rarv .aratot
main human.- The fin-,i confrontatic -.

tween

,.ttt,out anti rewo sun=trir--

izes, but does .not e.:7.raust. Huxley's riri of
In conclusion, tht racher of Bra:- ,`..-ow ii
may wish to,
point out there,is alv :ivs a conflict het een the a,:--)ations
ind.ividuals and the ne,.- :;sitie:-; that a society, a grom of people seeking a common good :inposes. Much of the Work that any society
demands is just tli:L
work, and not in itself a source of jov.
Under pressure from competitors, a society.may conscript a portion
of
mew ,ers and require that they risk life and limb to enstr-e

.the -irvivai of the corporate being. ln the most ,)rliriary circumstans, highly developed societies deprive individuals of part
of th.ir incomes so that projects for the common good may go
forw:Ird.

.

Most people at least tacitly acknowledge the right of every society 'to do these thingS. Brave Now World raises the question of
where shouid be the dividing line.between the aspirations of individuals 7i7
te..good, of people in general..No one cap deny that
-uffering in Htixlev's society than th
is in our own.
-n social controls worth the resuli S'nould we seek
.2ance of 'the miseries and s;
dr.t Iia characterize-2
ieties thn,, far cr should w-2 te
ay: ibk technolegy
a more
1:irniony in the s wia' -ler at the ccst
of infli idwdity as we know it? These in-.
rns that young
adult - -ed to
,Hdur. With 'Brave ,Vcz ir ,H as a text amd
as
car,
the : 's ady
teacher,
7.1 an excell=t
!

opporn

I.:as--..!ss their values.
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What Ibsen understood about the power .of drama must

'affirmed aboutliterature in schools today because the study cf
literature is more than a frill and shoffld-be considered one of tiie
I3ASICS\in any curriculum. design_ The increased dedication of'
educators to prepare students for the act of reading is encourag-.
frig; the task:that remains is to foster student interest in readinglitt:rature. Virginia Reid, former president of the National_ Council
oi Teachers of\English, said in- Minneapolis in, 1972: .,"Some of
11,, are concerne(l that the e:ffort has .been doubled to increase the
whereas Jhe desire to read has been, in many castes, ove:71.::.,:)Iced."2 'I believe that desire can come, in part at least, from the
--,careness that reading imaginative writing can serve practical
urpose in the life of a human being.
What Can the reading of literature do,for a human being? 0...,o,ider these posSibilities:
1.

It can be a means of exploring with impunity a host of

1lilosophies,. professions, and life styles.

2. It can increase the sensitivity of the reader to the wozid outside self to Other people and the natural environment.
3. It can lead to :in. oral responsibility and decency.
4. It can engen(1-r a stability that knows how to cope with distress and how to sn.-cor ecstasy.
But is the ma. Ing of 1ite7ature a powerfill, enough experience
to affect life styli: 5ensitivity, morality, and psychological stability?
Consider this fOr moment: Would minorities be concerned about

their image in a v:ork of literature if they.were n6t convince
Ue power of literb.ture to Shape racial attitudes? Would womeribe
concerned about -.heir image in a work of literature if they were
not convinted of ;he power, of literature to shape attitudes tiowrd
.women? Would ,- ....nsors be concerned about prurient appeals in a

work_ of literature if they were not convinced of the :power of
literature to shape sexual attitudes?
Now it might iippear that only readers with adVanced skills
could handle thc literature containing the kinds of experiences,
necessary to sha; attitudes and offer psychological. support. Yet,
the simplest of I :erature requiring a minimum of -reading skills
teach some i:.:portant lessons. Northrop, Frey3 introduces the

subject of WISE AND NIGHTMARE with four very simple':
rhyming verses from children's games; one of these is the simple:
Ring.around the rosie
A pocket full of posies
Ashes, ashes,
We all fall- down..

Not really a challenge from a skills standpoint, but it evertheles&
is such a clear statement of grandeur and destruction:, a child's
day in a beautiful garden (perhapS symbolical of youth) is destimed to give way to a real world that is harsher; the clikld will
lose inncocence and move into the world of experience.
But beyond these obvious- functions of literature, I believe that

the study of literature can serve to develop and enlighttn he
imaginative capacity in a human being. The world of arts, eluding literature, is pfobably 'not so much concerned with ca
turing the real wor!:. as it is with creating a world that can be
imagined. Even the literature of the anti-hero points to the nonexisting world where the positive form of the hero can be found.
I think, for example, that the imagination rather handily constructs a new environmental order for a Holden Caulfield, an
orckir in which the destroying influences of the world depicted in
Saiinger's Catcher ik.the Rye are replaced by their opposites, and
the personal flaws of Holden disappear as the mind, imagines a
hero the opposite of Holden, someone who has it all together,
rather than a broken-down teenager. And as fascinating as the
anti-hero Holden maybe, I think the larger 'fascination rests with
the creative speculation on how he might have been had he experienced a different world. And it is just this kind of speculation that
fires the world with holie, with creative energy for positive change.
Much of the school experience involveS abstractions of one sort
or another. BTU, RPM, H20, ERG, X, and Y typify schoolwork.

Yet, I can't see a BTU; I can't see an RPM; But-I can experience
the terror in a sweep Of forest fire generating millions of BTU's
when creative imagination makes it come alive in literature; I can
sense the dizzying and thrilling experience of RPM when creative
imagination Concretizes that drive behind a speeding racing car
throwing me through a figure-8 track.

This very concretizing of imagined events 'in literature has
proved of inestimable practical value to science itself. In a biographical essay titled "Mr. Imagination," George Kent celebrates
the contribution to science made by the writer Jules Verne:
Though he never had a test tube in his hand, Jules Verne became a
stimulus and inspiration to the scientist in the laboratory. He had TV
working before simple radio had been invented: he called it phono-

telephoto. He had helicopters a half century before the' Wright

brothers, dirigibles before Zeppelin. There were, in fact, few twentieth

century wonders that this man 9f the victorian era .did not forsee:

neon lights, moving sidewalkS';' air conditioning, skyscrapers, guided
missiles, tanks, electrically operated subritarines; airplanes.
Those who later were inspired by him gladly gave him credit. Admiral
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Byrd, returning from his flight .across the North Pole, said Jules
Verne had been his guide. Simcm Lake, father .of 'the modern submarine, wrote in his autobiography: "Jules Verne was the director
general of my life." LaCierva, inventor of the autogiro .(now the
helicopter), acknowledged his debt to the author, as did George
Claude, creator of -the neon lamp August Piccard, balloonist and deep
sea explorer,. Marconi, of wirelless fame these and maw others

agree that Jules Verne was the man who started them thinking.

Fmnce's famous Marshall Lyautey once told the Chamber of Commerce of Deputies in Paris that odern science was simply a process
of working out in practice what Jules Verne had envisioned in words.
Verne, who lived to see many of his fancies come trite, was matterof-fact about it all. "What one man can iMagine," he said, "another'
man can

Northrop Frey has said that the goal of the study of literature
iS "the inner possession of literature as an ::maginative force:5 and

this possession involves .a transfer of imaginative energy from
literature to ourselves. Jules Verne's literature transferred an
imaginative energy to many 'scientists who made reality what
Verne had envisioned'. If Verne's literature had such an effect on
invedThrs and scientists, I think that literature in general can have
the same _kind of effect on personal life stYle, on goals,' and on
personal strength. Is the experience of literature an idle trip of
the imagination
purely fanciful and merely for fun, escape, or
is it NOT FOR ENTERTMNMENT ONLY as the inscription
in the Royal Theater Claims?,
Frey also sees that literature 'performs a function in our everyday lives, a function that ritual carried out in primitive societies:
Rituals are pre-verbal .actions; literature is the verbal form of man's
quest for identity, his never-ending effort to humanize the world, tO
complete the portrait of the person he wan4, to become and of the
society he wants to live in. Man to4ay, just ii1a, than of long ago,
uses his imagination to try to: control the universe, rather than have
'it control-him. lie wants we all want to create the truly human
,society, a .society that combines the pov-er..of nature anil the potential
of man. These are man's goals, the dis.--oVeries he makes as he seeks
to fulfill them are.the meaningE. of his life. The achieveinent of these
goals demands the full and final uses of the imagination"

If literature (hies indeed replac.c 'ritual in our 'verbal' society, then
it is providing a function, on.: that must be carried out. Without
it, a person will not be complete.

The human mind takes many different tacks in its attempt to
comprehend the_world and OH: universe, but of these tacks, two

apPear to be used most frequently. They are JUDGMENTand
WIT. In the exercise of judgment, the mind, Seeks contrasts
through which categories. are established ; in the exercise of wit,
the mind- seeks similarities to establish connections. judgment
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'separates-4os into discernible parts while wit connects the parts
into an, v.nderstandable whote. Judgment is a function of science ;
wit is 2. function of art. And while scientific 'separatiOn is an importal-1 step in the comprehension or reality, by itself it produces
Serse of aloueness, the frustration of identity. But wit takes the
comprehendible parts .and seeks to connect them with each other,
to connect human beings with the cosmos in a way that reduces

fle sense of aloneness. It is quite a different thing, this being
ONE, from being ONE WITH THE UNIVERSE. What, the
Greek mind did in separating CIIAOS into Gaea and Uranus and
further sub-dividing these parts into all of the forms they could
call separate identities in their world was an important phase in
their comprehension of that world. But it didn't take the Greek
mind long to take the step of wit through a process of metamorphosis to see form changes as a way of affirming connections of
identitieS and of the Greeks with their world. When they looked
at.the. laurel tree and underStood it as the changed .Daphne or
looked at the constellation of.Orion and thought of it as the hunter
that once roamed the Grecian woods, they felt a comfortable connection with earth and heaven. The Roman poet Ovid was so impressed with the theme of metamorphosis in Greek mythology that
he titled his bOok about it Netamorphosis.
Now we should ask the question, "Where in our schools .do we

encourage students to exercise wit ?" I think the most significant
area is in the study of literature'. The poetic nnnd seeks connections, (remember Frost's definition, "A poen) is a connection of

two things in the universe") and the poet's use of metaphor is
surely a vestigial expression of the ancient Greek metamorphosis.
Shelley tegarded poetry "At once the center and circumference.of
knowledge ; it is that which comprehends all scienee, and that to
which all science must be referred." \Vhitman's whole poetic cominitment is this connection of identities, as evidenced in his poem
"On the Beach at Night Alone," a part of which I quote here:
A vast similitnde interlocks all,
All spheres, grown, ungebwn, small, large, suns, moons, planets,
All 'distances of place however wkle,
All distances of time, all inanimate forms,
All souls, all livinc bodies though they be ever so difTerent, or in different worlds,
All gaseous, watery vegetable, mineral processes, the fishes, the brutes,
All nations, 'colors, barbarisms, civilizations, languages,
All identities that have exiSted or may exist on this globe, or ally globe
All lives and deaths, all of the past, present, future,
This vast similitude spans them, and always has spann'd,
And shall forever span them and compactly hold and encloSe them.
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To complete this argument, I think if is fair to -Say that the
exercise of wit is a psychological necessity and that an, education
that omits it is not fulfilling a basic hitman nF:ed. Since the experience of literature is.an. exercise of wit; this experience should .be
included as one of the indispensable basics in a school curriculum.
Our inner emotional world too is affected by the experienee.of
literature. All of us havc those moments when thefaint_glimtner-

ings of a power ful emotion begin to stir within us only to be
snuffed because we cannot internally organize the constituents .of

that emotion or find words to express it. And then, some time
later, we read the words of some good writer that revitalized the
snuffed emotion, gave it verbal shape, and allow0 us the full
experience of no emotion that had died on a- threshold earlier.
Irtetid said; "lAtet.ature can illuminate repressed wishes." I think

that statement can be fairly extended to say that literature can
illuminate repressed emotions that were 'waiting 'to be organized
by the suggestion of the sensitiVe genius of a writer. Alexander
Pope said it this way in hiS'Essay on Criticism":
True Wit is Nature to advantage dress'd
What oft was thought, but ne'er so well-express'd :

Our schools can be satisfied to train students to perform tasks
in life. They can train students to read, to compute with simple
and complex mathematical operation's, and to train them in social
and economic responsibility: J believe this kind of training is
necessary and in some respects has been neglected in American
schools. But I also befieve that American schools have an obligation.to go beyond training to educating studetits. If our schools
are satisfied merely to train, then instruction in reading can and
should stop on the skills level and should be carried out with
factual prose. But if our schools arc dedicated to educating students, then instruction in reading must include literature, for the
study of literature is an exercise of a Very important dimension
of knowledge: concrete thinking. In literature, idea. (an abstraction) must always remain_ subordinate to the concrete event, the
narrative, in which the idea is evidenced. Through literature,
schools can encourage a non-utilitarian contemplation of the world
for its own sake.

The vision of education for Americans must be larger than

preparation for specialized functions in society. Democracy simply
cannot exist where a noncOmmunity of specialists incapable of
conversing 'with each other is charged with the responsibility of
government "by the people.' "Specialization," Robert Maynard

'Hutchins said, "makes if harder to carry on any kind of conver-
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.atteinpt" Hutchins sees that "greater effort" being exercised in an

increased commitment of schools to the study of great books.
Imagine," he said, "the younger generatiOn.studying great books
.and learning the liberal arts. Imagine an adult population 'continuing to turn to the same source of 'strcngth, inspiration, and
communication. We could talk to one another then. We should
even be better speciali:,ts than we are today because we could
understand the history of our specialty and its relation to others.
We would be better citizens and bc:tter men."'
.

Gilbert Highet, in his conclusion to The Classical Tradition,
made the following statement about the funAion of literature:
We live in a materialistic world. Most Of us think incessantly about
making money, or about gaining power expressed in material terms
for one group or one nation, or about redistributing wealth between
classes, countries, or continents. Nevertheless, civilization is not chiefly
concerned with tnoney, or power, or-possessions. It is concerned with
the human mind. The richest state in the world, or a world-society of
unlimited wealth and comfort, even although every single one of its

memberi had all the food and clothing and machines and material
possessions he could possibly use, would still not be a civilization. It

would be what Plato called "a city-of Swine," eating, drinking, mating,
and sleeping until they died.
The Greeks were keen businessmen. The I:omans built a vast empire
of trernendous power and wealth. But if they had done no more than
that; they would be as dcad as the Assyrians. They are still alive, and

working through us, because they realized that civilization means.
education. Civilization is thi, life of the mind. Naturally it cannot
exist without material secnritYphysical health, and 'properly distributed wealth. But these are not, ends. They are means. Their ultimate
objective is the good life of the mind. It is through the mind that we
are truly human. The rest, the games and the 'food and the shelter
and thefighting, we share with the 'animals.'
Civilization means education not Only for children but for men and
Women throughout their lives. One of the.most varied and interesting
methods of such education is literatnre...Greece knew that dramas and
songs, tales and histories, are not only amusements for a moment but,
because of .their continuously fertile. content, Permanent possessions

\

\ for the mind. This was the discovery of ..the Greeks. They were not
very .rich or powerful. Egypt was richer. Persia was far more power'

fill. But the Greeks were civilized, because.tbey thought.'

Highet.goes on to state that the relationship between Rome and
Greece is one that parallels the relationship between the modern
world and the classical tradition
that it is an educational relatiOnship, that classical tradition does not perpetuate the memory
of the powerful and the luxurious but rather "only thought and
art live."9

5

What began as a. statement of the BEYOND ENTERTAINMENT Value of literature seems to have turned into a plea for
continued use of literature -in schools. I feel that use is in _some
ways threatened by the BASIC SKILLS emphasis, especially
when the definition of BASIC is very narrow. Marketable skills,
saleable skills and narrowly conceived reading programs smack of
TRAINING according to a materialistic and economic, almost a
GNP bias, and I. worry about EDUCATION and I ask. where-is"

the soul? Literature is one of the BASICS in a program that
EDUCATES as well as trains, and it should be a very effective
part .of it, for while literature is not for entertainment only; it is
for entertainment and should therefore be a very engaging part
of the curriculum.
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